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Dear Counsel:
We have before us a Petition for Reconsideration or, in the Alternative, Request for Waiver
(“Petition”) filed by Rivers, L.P. (“Rivers”) on July 6, 2007. Petitioner seeks reconsideration of the
staff’s June 6, 2007, letter decision (“Staff Decision”), in which the staff denied Rivers’s proposed
amendment to its AM Auction No. 84 (“Auction 84”) application for a new AM broadcast station at
Jackson, Mississippi.1 In the alternative, Rivers seeks waiver of Section 73.24(i) of the Commission’s
Rules.2 For the reasons set forth below, we deny the Petition and the waiver request.
Background. Rivers filed a short-form (FCC Form 175) application on January 30, 2004, during
the Auction 84 filing window.3 It was determined to be a “singleton,” that is, an application not mutually
exclusive with any other window-filed application. Accordingly, the staff directed Rivers to file a longform (FCC Form 301) application.4 Rivers timely filed the Application on October 29, 2004.
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On May 13, 2005, the staff notified Rivers that the facilities proposed in the Application violated
Section 73.37 of the Commission’s Rules,5 and afforded Rivers the opportunity to amend the Application
to correct all deficiencies. After requesting and receiving an extension of time in which to amend, Rivers
filed amendments to the Application on November 14, and 18, 2005. On August 22, 2006, the staff
informed Rivers that the amended Application still violated Section 73.37, giving it 30 additional days to
file a curative amendment. Rivers filed a further amendment on November 16, 2006. Additionally, on
January 19, 2007, Rivers filed a further amendment to the Application, proposing to change the
community of license from Jackson to Flowood, Mississippi. Rivers proposed this amendment based on
new rules adopted by the Commission in Revision of Procedures Governing Amendments to FM Table of
Allotments and Changes of Community of License in the Radio Broadcast Services.6
On June 6, 2007, the staff denied the proposed change in community, stating that any such
change must be mutually exclusive with Rivers’s existing or authorized daytime facilities, and that Rivers
had no existing or authorized daytime facilities with which its proposed amendment could be mutually
exclusive.7 Rivers timely filed the Petition.
Discussion. Petition for Reconsideration. Rivers forwards three bases of error in the Staff
Decision. It contends that the staff
(1) interpreted the applicable rules in a way contrary to Commission mandates, which
created a global processing regime rather than separate regimes for AM and FM; (2)
failed to present an explanation for its decision to follow this course, making the decision
arbitrary and capricious; and (3) treat[ed] similarly situated parties differently without
providing an explanation for such disparate treatment, violating due process.8
The key to the Staff Decision, and the principal error in Rivers’s analysis, lies in the fact that an
AM auction applicant proposing a new station, with no authorization and no built and operating facilities,
is not “similarly situated” to an FM auction applicant and winning bidder that has filed a post-auction
Form 301. In the latter case, with the community of license modification, the FM applicant seeks to
modify an FM allotment that has been analyzed as part of the allocations rulemaking process, has been
demonstrated to be compliant with all Commission rules (including spacing and community coverage
rules), and has been added to the Table of Allotments.9 In the case of Rivers, analysis of the Application
has shown that it is not rule-compliant, and thus its AM proposal cannot be authorized. Thus, in the one
case, the FM applicant has a rule-compliant, Commission-allocated allotment before it seeks to change
community in its post-auction Form 301 application, whereas in Rivers’s case, the community change is
necessary to make Rivers’s proposed assignment rule-compliant.10
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Rivers concedes that, in order to avail itself of the minor modification community of license
change procedures, it must be mutually exclusive with, at the very least, a current assignment.11 Implicit
in that statement, however, is the fact that, for a station to have an “assignment,” facilities must be
assigned. In Rivers’s case, the Commission has not made any assignment or granted any facility
authorization. All that Rivers has is its own non-rule-compliant proposal, which it has failed to perfect
through a series of amendments over several years. It is not now and has never been a grantable
application. The rules set forth in the 2006 Community of License Order include various procedures and
safeguards that presuppose the existence of either operating facilities or, at the least, a Commissionapproved assignment or allotment, and a comparison of those Commission-approved facilities or
assignments to the proposed new facilities.12 These procedures trace their provenance to the
Commission’s 1989 Report and Order establishing procedures for FM and TV licensees and permittees to
change community of license.13 In the 1989 Community of License R&O, the mutual exclusivity
requirement was established in order to protect applicants’ existing authorizations, allowing applicants to
propose new communities of license without opening said applications to competition, while remaining
consonant with the requirements of Ashbacker Radio Corp. v. FCC.14 The 2006 Community of License
Order extended this principle to AM and noncommercial educational FM licensees and permittees.
Allowing an applicant to amend an ungrantable technical proposal specified in an AM auction Tech Box
submission (facilities that are not examined for grantability at the short-form stage),15 then, would be
inconsistent with this principle. This is especially true where, as here, the staff has determined that the
applicant-specified facilities are not rule-compliant. Rather than protecting the applicant’s existing,
approved facility, such an interpretation would merely give the non-compliant applicant a second chance
at its initial filing, one not afforded other filing window applicants. Moreover, permitting city of license
amendments in this context partially jeopardizes the integrity of the Commission’s competitive bidding
procedures, by encouraging the filing of patently defective proposals that applicants could then amend
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following the Commission’s release of the technical parameters of all potentially competing applications
filed in the same window. For these reasons, the staff correctly determined that Rivers’s un-granted and
non-grantable proposal did not constitute a “current assignment,” and that treating it as a “current
assignment” would constitute a radical and unwarranted expansion of the current city of license
modification procedures. 16
Waiver request. In the alternative, Rivers requests a waiver of the nighttime coverage
requirement set forth in Section 73.24(i) of the Commission’s Rules.17 Rivers argues that waiver is
necessary in order to return AM service at 1450 kHz to the greater Jackson, Mississippi, area that was lost
when station DWJXN(AM) went silent in 2004. “The service that Rivers proposes would return service
otherwise lost to the Jackson area. No public interest exists in no service at all.”18
We will grant a waiver of our rules only upon a showing of special circumstances warranting
deviation from the rules, and a finding that the public interest will be served by waiver.19 We do not find
such special circumstances here. The service area proposed by Rivers is already abundantly served, and
Jackson has five AM and eight FM transmission services in addition to one already licensed at Flowood.
The greater Jackson, Mississippi, area cannot be said to have “no service at all,” and given the level of
service it cannot be said that the public interest requires deviation from the nighttime coverage rule in
order to provide still another AM service. We therefore deny Rivers’s waiver request.
Conclusion. Rivers’s arguments fail because it assumes that differences in AM and FM
licensing, which affect the processing of applications, somehow offend an asserted “global processing
regime” for community of license changes. Rivers further errs in claiming that its proposed minor
modification is similarly situated to an FM auction applicant seeking a community of license change that
is mutually exclusive with its original allotment. As discussed above, a rule-compliant FM allotment is
not tantamount to a non-compliant, wholly applicant-defined technical proposal. Had Rivers been
granted a construction permit, we would have considered allowing a minor modification community of
license change application under the “original allotment” exception to the requirement that such
applications be mutually exclusive with the applicant’s built and operating daytime facilities. However,
the community of license minor modification procedures were not designed to afford an AM auction
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applicant the opportunity to cure a non-grantable technical proposal. Moreover, the policy enunciated
herein promotes the rapid introduction of service by discouraging AM auction applicants from filing
patently non-grantable technical proposals. We further find that the replacement of a deleted station at an
already abundantly served community does not constitute a “special circumstance” sufficient to grant a
waiver of the AM community nighttime coverage requirement.
Accordingly, Rivers’s Petition for Reconsideration IS DENIED, and its request for waiver of
Section 73.24(i) of the Rules IS DENIED. Further action on the Application, File No. BNP20041029AHO, will be withheld for a period of 30 days from the date of this letter to provide Rivers a
final opportunity either to amend the Application or to notify the Commission that it wishes to pursue the
Application as earlier amended. Failure to respond within this time period will result in dismissal of the
Application pursuant to Section 73.3568 of the Rules.20
Sincerely,

Peter H. Doyle, Chief
Audio Division
Media Bureau
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